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"The AGPS: 8 Palestinian Refugee Women Die Due to 

Torture in the Syrian Regime's Prison, and three Refugees 

from Khan Al Shieh were Arrested" 

 
  

 

 14 New Victims were Recognized within the Leaked Pictures of the Torture 

Victims in the Syrian Regime's Prisons 

 Food Aid Distribution Continues in the Yarmouk Camp and an Imminent 

Agreement about the Initiative of Neutralizing the Camp  

 Stifling Economic Crises at Al Aedein Camp in Hama 

 The Procedures of the Lebanese Authorities Prevent the Palestinian Syrian 

Refugees to Enter its Territory 
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Statistics 

 The AGPS monitoring and documentation team announced that the 

number of the Palestinian refugee women who died due to torture in the 

Syrian Regime's prisons has reached 8 victims; they are: Samira Sahli, 

was born on 1969from the Yarmouk camp, died due to torture on 11- 8-

2014, "Nesreen Mahmoud Jaber," "Rahaf Ghaith Ismail" (25 years) from 

the Yarmouk refugee camp, the young woman, "Huda Jaber Al-Hamdan," 

19-year-old, the young woman "Bisan Abdul Ghani," 22-year-old, the 

young woman, "Islam Ammar Abu Rashid" 25 years old, and "Ibtisam 

Arafa" from Homs. The victims were identified by a by a woman was 

detained and released, as she reported the names of some Palestinian 

detainees women who died due to torture which their pictures were not 

published on the site of "Martyrs under torture," while Syrian security 
forces continue to arrest 35 Palestinian refugees. 

 

Victims 

14 new Palestinian victims were identified within the leaked pictures of 

torture victims in the Syrian prisons, including three women; they are: 

"IbtisamArafa" from Homs, "RahafGhaith Ismael," 25 years form the 

Yarmouk camp, and "Rana Al Masry," 24 years from Daraa camp. As 

well as the following victims were also identified: "Kifah Khalid 

Shuqayr," (21 years) was arrested seven months ago from the aid 

distribute  point at  the Yarmouk refugee camp, "Mahmoud Abdel Rahim 

Mahmoud," was born (1986) from Al Hajar Al Aswad area in Damascus 

suburb and he was arrested in January 2013 at a checkpoint near 

Jaramana camp, " Ahmed Hossam Amayri", GhassanBishtawi, 

"NoureddineDawoud," "Basil Nabil Kharma" from the Yarmouk refugee 

camp, "Faiz Mohammed Zahir" from JadedatArtoz town, "Muhammad 

Faraj" from Khan Dannun camp, "Hussein Zahir "from Khan Al Shieh 

camp, "SamerHaseebNajibZahran," and "MazenKaddoura". The victims 

were identified within the leaked pictures of the victims who died due to 

torture in The Syrian regime prisons, where they have been identified 

through the pictures that were published at the site of "Martyrs under 

torture," bringing the number of Palestinian victims, who were identified 

from leaked images to 25 Palestinian refugees. 
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Ahmed Hossam Amayri 

Recent Updates 

Al Wafaa European Campaign continues distributing the food aid to the 

residents of the Yarmouk camp at the new point in Palestine Street 

without any obstacles or problems. The Syrian Security forces released 

the Palestinian refugee FawzeyyaSalama after being arrested for one day 
from the aids distribution point.  

 
Distributing the food aid to the residents of the Yarmouk camp 
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In terms of the negotiations of breaking the Yarmouk Camp’s siege, some 

of social media pages” Facebook” that are affiliated to the Syrian 

Regime reported that the negotiation delegation who entered the 

Yarmouk camp the day before reached for a primary deal about the 

camp’s neutralization initiative and the delegation also dealt to activate 

the items that were suggested earlier in 2014 which includes releasing 

the Palestinian detainees in the Syrian prisons and forming a joint 

committee from the Syrian Government, PLO and the militants from 

inside the camp to be available in the seam areas.  

In a related context, the Yarmouk camp’s residents are still suffer of the 

siege that is imposed by the Syrian Army and the Palestinian Groups 

affiliated to the Army for 618 days respectively, in addition to the power 
cut for 698 days and water cut for 188 days respectively.  

In Damascus Suburb, the members of the Regular Army Checkpoint 

“Kokab “ arrested three residents from Khan Al Shieh camp they are; 

Khalid Khamis Al Ahmed, Khalid Saleh Nofal and Reda Mahmoud 

Suliman while they were returning back from work to the camp. It is 

referred that the residents of Khan Al Shieh camp’s residents have to 

cross through Kokab checkpoint despite its members’ continuation to 

arrest the camp’s residents because all roads that connect the camp with 
adjacent areas are closed except for Zakia-Khan Al Shieh road. 

 On the other hand, the residents of Al Aedin camp in Hama suffer of 

severe living and economic crises that increased their suffering in light of 

unemployment spread and the lack of financial sources for the residents 

of the camp who receive dozens of displaced families from different 

camps and cities of Damascus, Aleppo, Idlib, Damascus Suburb, Hama, 

Deri Al Zour, Al Reqqa, Dar’aa and Lathekia due to the deteriorated 

situation in their areas, however, the residents live in fear and instability 

state due to the strict security cordon that is imposed by the Regular 

Army on the camp’s entrances and exits in addition to the raids and 
arrest campaigns by the Regular Army once in a while. 
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Al Aedin camp in Hama 

Lebanon 

The strict procedures that were taken by the Lebanese General Security 

on the Syrian Lebanon Borders prevent the entry of the Palestinians of 

Syria refugees to Lebanon after they closed the borders in the face of the 

Palestinians by the Lebanese government. The number of refugees in 

Lebanon decreased from 80000 in the beginning of 2013 to about 42444 

refugees in July 2013, in the beginning of 2014 the number of refugees 

increased to about 55409 refugees. On November 2014, UNRWA 

declared that the number of refugees decreased to 44431 refugees. In 

2015, UNRWA announced that the number of the Palestinians of Syria in 

Lebanon decreased to 51300 despite the Lebanese authorities’ prevention 
for the Palestinian refugees to enter its territories. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 16/3/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 618 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 698 days, water was cut for 188 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

172 victims.  
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 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 

Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA 

statistics till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 520 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 489 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 691 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 335 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


